
 
1. the romans felt sadly when there leader was 

assinated 

2. didnt nobody chear for brutus 

3. In antiquity, storytelling was a form of __; in the 
same way, today’s viewers of televisions are __ by 
its images and sound. 

a. fun…repressed c. entertainment…beguiled 

b. amusement…confounded   d. diversion…annoyed 

4. Plexer:  
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1. the action in william shakespeares tragic play Julius 

Caesar takes place in the vissinity of rome 

2. in ancient rome people spoke latin 

3. Detectives solve crimes by piecing together facts 
and clues; in addition, they rely on their __ to make 
sense of any gaps in the hard evidence. 

a. protocol  c. composure 

b. irony  d. intuition 

4. Plexer:  
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1. isnt london the Capitol of england 

2. the Elizabethans didnt hold actor’s in high esteem 

3. Many fields, such as computer science, have a __ 
that outsiders may not understand; the language 
can be so quick to change and grow that computer 
experts need __ dictionaries, too. 

a. vocabulary…prolific  c. language…articulate 

b. Rule…accurate  d. jargon…specialized 

4. Plexer:  
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1. very little is knowed on shakespeares life 

2. he is the worlds most revered playwright 

3. In May 1998, scientist had an __ view of Pluto’s moon 
Charon, and they saw for the first time that the moon 
had ice formations; furthermore, they __ that Charons’ 
ice formations were shaped like those on warmer planets 
and moons. 

a. unsuccessful…perceived c. irregular…specialized 

b. unprecedented…discerned d. obligatory…lamented 

4. Plexer:  
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After watching the video clip, answer the following 

in complete sentences. 

Video Link 

1. When should you use the word “then”? 

2. When should you use the word “than”? 

3. Where did the confusion between them come from? 

4. Look over the study guide first, and (then, than) if 
you still have questions bring them up in class. 
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http://www.merriam-webster.com/video/0016-than.htm

